Residents Against Speeding
9th November 2021
Chair: AH

Note Taker: EL

Agenda

1. Welcome and apologies
Apologies from AF, SM, MJ, SW
Attendees: SR, EL, KP, AH, FT, NB
Agreed minutes going forward will refer to members by initials.
Action - To be allocated - Contact members not attended recently to see if wish to
continue being involved in the group

2. Approval of Minutes of meeting 12th October 2021, and matters
arising not covered in this agenda
Attendees approved the minutes of 12th October 2021.
3.

Review actions from last meeting

Action EL Rogiet group contact - Chase update
AH updated bank account now open.
NB flagged has sent an email regarding grant money for zoom.
4.

Update from Mon CC on 20mph pilot – Update via FT

Pilot running behind due to delays in traffic order process which is widespread
across Wales.
Transport for Wales producing a comms back which will be used to engage with user
groups, commuters, etc. The idea is that the pack can be tailored and used on social
media.
Speed monitoring has started and is part of ongoing monitoring.
FT asked officers how the group can be involved and can help with communicating
the 20mph scheme with residents.

Enforcement strategy being developed and could be an opportunity to feed into how
20mph should be enforced.
Broadly timescales are Nov/Dec 2021 consultation and implementation Jan-March.
However, there are no concrete timescales at present.
Action - FT to obtain more details from MCC including how RAS can help with
consultation etc. for 20mph.
Community centre commencement date for work is January. Pedestrian crossing is
part of conditions and will have to be in place before it is finished.
Some enforcement powers are likely to go to council enforcement officers shortly.
Please respond to consultation relating to Magor Square.
FT written an article in Frost Fayre magazine reiterating messages about the 20mph
zone which is going to households on 20th November.
5.

GoSafe Recruitment drive – Share recruitment ideas

Frost Fayre - potential.
Social media.
Village article - AH happy to write article
Schools - competition/ assembly
Fixed camera - AH looked into this and cost £40k.
NB - Events in the village this weekend. Could attend and help spread the message.
Leaflet drop. NB, SR happy to help distribute which could include asking local
businesses to display them.
FT has contacts church and uniformed groups which could help spread messages
and can use social media. FT could add information to the article.
Advertise roles needed e.g. social media

Agreed, use the next meeting to organise these ideas into a plan.
6.

AOB

None
7.

Appointment of Chair and Note Taker for next meeting
NB - Chair, SR - note taker

8.

Date of next meeting – 7th December 7pm

